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A Celebration
Please keep sending photos of your home learning/activities. The
teachers and I have all enjoyed looking at them. As always, the
children have been very creative this week. Here is a selection of
their creations.
Look at Lacy’s (Owls) amazing tree
house and Sam’s (Jays) rainbow!
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Out and about
It was great to see so many of you taking advantage of
the sunny weather before it turned!
Charlie (Jays) was lucky
enough to visit some
sheep! Arie (Owls) has
been fishing.
Benjamin has had a
chance to get outside,
well away from other
people. He found an empty sports field for a game
of football and went rock
pooling at 4am!

Eva (Y4) has
painted The
Mona Lisa.
Year 4 have been busy! Look at Sam’s
mask. Valentina and Matyas made an
amazing hedgehog house.
Year 5 pupils have been making up their own games. Isabelle’s
is Goaling – a mix of bowling and football! Ethan C designed a
game called Pole ball.

Olivia (Wrens) has been busy completing all of her home
learning. Here she is having fun in the garden seeing how
many star jumps, claps and hops she can do in a minute!
Francesca (Y3) has
been practising her
long jumping. What
an amazing action
shot!

Barham Bake Off
Pets Corner
We are excited to announce some new arrivals in
Pets Corner this week! Here is Jensen (Owls) with his
new chick and Ethan (Jays) with his new pet guinea
pigs Bubble and Squeak.

It’s been another busy week in the kitchen!
Here is Henry (Owls), Nathan (Y3) and Annabel
(Y6) creating delicious dishes.

Having explored Michael Rosen’s poem,
“Chocolate Cake” Ollie, Sam, Alanna and Evie from
Jays were inspired to make these tasty treats!
Here is Elena’s (Y3) cat
Betty who likes to sleep in
the box bed Elena made.
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Geography

Robin’s (Owls)
choice of adjectives
to describe the
bunny matched his
drawing perfectly.

Riley (Wrens) is enjoying his handwriting warm ups!

Although we can’t travel abroad at the moment, it
has been fun escaping whilst reading about different countries! Year 5 have created information
booklets on different destinations around the
world. Ethan C chose Athens. Matty chose Budapest.

Mrs Sharpe was delighted to see
Ollie G and Sebastien’s writing this
week. Alanna managed to write an
alphabet of musical terms. Much better than Mrs
Sharpe who couldn’t even think of a word for A!

Here is Koby
(Owls) creating a
setting for The
Hope-a-potamus
Poem.

Evie B
(Y4) made
a spelling
pyramid.

Maths and Science
Hugo (Y4) has been making
arrays and Lucia (Y4) has
completed some fantastic
maths !

Ivy (Jays) did a
taste test—she
wasn’t so keen
on bitter tastes!

Sammy (Y3)
made an Eat
Well Plate.

Grace (Y4) made a
Jack (Wrens)
PowerPoint about
has grown
food pyramids.
strawberries.

Ollie from Owls
produced a fascinating fact file
about Australia.
India (Y4) has
been researching Australia.

Ruby M used Scratch to
create a special birthday
message for her brother –
recording a special message and her own drawings.
Lucy, Clara & Sophie gave presentations
to their families. Lucy’s motto is ‘Live,
love, Laugh’.

Ava (Owls) seems to
be enjoying ‘Music
week’!

Chara (Owls)
made posters
advertising an
exciting concert!

